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“Feel good” milk

SPARE PARTS

Original is optimal

OPTIMAIZE
Always the right chop length

MENSCHEN
RUBRIK

The external view gives a
false impression. While the
Krone Technology Centre in
spring-like midday sun gives
an impression of relaxed quiet, behind the windows of this
elegant modern facade are
brains operating at the proverbial full steam ahead! In the
building complex, opened in
2014, almost 500 staff from all
technical departments work
under high pressure on innovations for Agritechnica 2017
– and for much further ahead.
In this Spelle “Think Tank” the
future is already reality!

Editorial

DEAR READERS,

You have before you our latest XtraBlatt which now has

A second theme in this issue is the training of young peo-

also throughout Austria and Switzerland. We hope that

which with Krone is literally the “boss’s business”. Our

a print run of 37,000 per issue, not only in Germany but
the reports therein offer useful information as well as

enjoyable reading. A focal point in this issue is the forage
maize harvest which lies just a few months ahead. This

year, we’ve involved ourselves intensively with scientists
and veterinarians looking into the association between
maize silage harvesting, forage quality and animal health.

I have drawn a personal conclusion from the many discussions: Silage makers should have the courage of their
convictions.

You shouldn’t simply let industry dictate length of chop

for your forage. Instead, you should yourself consider the
ration composition you want, and are able, to produce and

ple, something that lies very close to my own heart, and
over-150 young trainees in Spelle are carefully selected.

We don’t just focus on school success. The personal impression given is also important. They all have an entitlement to a first-class training. Because it is only through
a well-trained and motivated “Next generation” that we
can ensure our position as successful manufacturer, not

only tomorrow but also further in the future. And this ap-

plies to more than the manufacturer. It is also crucial for

you as farmer and agricultural contractor. Therefore, my
plea: Follow a policy of training, and do this well. There

is no better way of ensuring future success for your business.

from that deduce the chop length that’s just right for your

I wish you a successful season in 2017 and will be very

whether just one chop length for the farm is enough. As

Hanover.

farm, from 3 to 30 mm. And it is also worth considering
you see: one theme with many variants, a subject you

have to consider carefully for your own farm, perhaps in

dialogue with your agricultural contractor. I consider it an

pleased if you visit us at Agritechnica this November in

With best wishes from Emsland.

important point thereby that you are personally out on
the field during silage harvesting. That’s where you can
put your influence to work. Later, in the silage clamp, it
is too late.
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Sincerely, Bernard Krone
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S

ir, would you like size S? Or is M preferable? Or perhaps
you’d like XL better, after all? Now don’t worry: we’re not

going to be discussing the selection of new shirts here. But

Short or long chop forage
maize? For years, this question has dominated discussions between farmers and
agricultural contractors. And
it’s not uncommon to see
chop length become the crucial point when deciding on
the “right” silage harvester.
With the concept OptiMaize,
Krone offers the solution: a
single harvester for all chop
lengths.

we’re not too far away from the general subject and this is no

coincidence, as Krone marketing manager Heinrich Wingels ex-

plains. “We really did adapt the four sizes S, M, L and XL straight
out of the clothing industry. After all, they are well known to

everyone and therefore closely associated with standard sizes
when thinking of adjustments. In combination with the name

OptiMaize it is then immediately clear what is being referred to:
different forage harvester strategies in turn synonymous with
different forage maize chop lengths.”

Background to the OptiMaize campaign is the growing re-

quirement of cattle farmers and biogas producers for forage

feed quality – and therefore more demands on the harvester,
says the marketing manager. In turn, this presents a challenge
to the agricultural contractor as important service provider

within the forage production chain who has to react to satisfy

very different customer wishes. “As reported time and again
from the field, we’re seeing an intensification of discussions

over at least the past two years regarding chop length pivoting around the American example as massively publicised by

a third party. With cattle feeding, longer chopped forage certainly makes sense in principle. What isn’t practical is a chop
length for each feeding application and every ration! What fits

for which rations always depends on the individual farm situation. Every customer should get the best solution for him,”
emphasises Heinrich Wingels.

This is technically possible through the combination of dif-

ferent harvester components that can be flexibly matched to

each other to allow achievement of all chop lengths between
4 and 30 mm without much dismantling effort and downtime.

Alongside the knife drum itself, this features above all the Vari-

TO EACH
HIS OWN
OptiMaize
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LOC System in combination with two conditioning concepts,

explains the marketing manager. In the OptiMaize harvester,

the classic roller conditioner is joined by another roller. On top
of this, different surface configurations (number of teeth per

roller) and rpm speeds enable every required forage conditioning operation to be achieved, especially with regard to the

maize grain. This flexibility is already offered by the disc conditioner. “Since 2017 all BiG X models from 480 to 1,100 HP are

now available with VariLOC and thus are so-called OptiMaize

forage harvesters. With this, we give agricultural contractors

the 100% flexibility they need in order to optimally fulfil customer requirements regarding forage conditioning. To each his

own – and this united in a forage harvester,” underlines Heinrich Wingels in conclusion.
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Feed production

LOOKING CLOSER

» OptiMaize doesn’t
begin with forage maize
harvesting. It actually
starts with the grass
silage. «

T

Heinz-Günter Gerighausen

he farmer aiming for economical milk production

perience, the process is not thought out “from the cow”?

portant. And a crucial question is: what influences this,

Gerighausen: A suitable key term here is cutting height.

in particular with forage maize? Obviously, the harvest-

In many cases the plant is cut too low at harvest because

Krone developing its OptiMaize concept. But what does

stubble height and thus ensuing post-harvest cultivations

ing machinery is of central importance, a fact leading to

feed quality depend on? Heinz-Günter Gerighausen has

the overview on this subject: one that is as detailed as it

8

XtraBlatt: Please give us an example where, in your ex-

should look for at least 60% of output from forage.

But while this isn’t new, the quality of the forage is im-

Optimal silage depends not
only on the harvester technology and skill of the agricultural
contractor. Forage expert
Heinz-Günter Gerighausen
explains here the important
“adjustment screws” from the
right time for cutting through
to consolidation in the silage
clamp. Above all, he emphasises the importance of more
attention by farmers to the
details of forage production.

Specialist instructor Heinz-Günter Gerighausen: “The requirements in
animal nutrition must determine the process of feed production and
not vice versa.”

the farmer aims for maximum biomass and/or reducing

crucial for corn borer control. However, both considerations are definitely not thought-through or correctly cal-

is comprehensive. He is expert in forage production, for

culated. After all, while the last centimetres of stalk rep-

one of two research centres run by North Rhine-West-

nutritional quality at best fit only for young cattle or dry

many years lecturer at the Riswick College of Agriculture,

resent more mass, they don’t bring more class, having a

phalia’s Chamber of Agriculture.

cows and not for high performance milking stock.

XtraBlatt: Mr Gerighausen – how do you achieve opti-

XtraBlatt: This means cutting higher in maize and not

Heinz-Günter Gerighausen (smiling): Entire books can

Gerighausen: Absolutely. But let me deviate from feed

mal maize silage for cattle?

forgetting stubble cultivations?

be filled with the answering of this question – and have

quality for a moment to a nevertheless important point

feed doesn’t really exist. There’s no sense in giving a gen-

uncultivated maize stubble I see in late autumn. Corn borer

performance groups. This must be decided by every farm

ers – and the cost of appropriate field operations overesti-

been… repeatedly. But, in short, THE single optimal forage

eral answer to try and suit all regions, farms and livestock

manager for his (or her) animals, based on feed available,

soil type and the rations required. One thing is decisive,
however: anyone wanting to make optimal feed has to

in maize growing: Each year I am shocked at the areas of

risk remains substantially underestimated by many farmmated. Especially when considering the fact that greening

requirements demand in any case establishment of a cover

crop. Thus, mulching post-harvest while establishing grass

start with the cow requirements. The nutritional needs

or forage rye in the same pass is an easy possibility. The

not vice versa. It is on this point that, unfortunately,

greater than the costs involved. Here, I would like to see a

potential thrown away.

here, a rethink is also required in forage production.

must determine the procedure of forage production, and

many mistakes are often made in practice, and too much

advantages from such a course of action are many times
rethink by farmers. But, steering back to our main subject
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Comprehensive feed and feeding
tests are among the tasks conducted at the research centre.

XtraBlatt: …whereby, according to your initial state-

ments, there still lies much improvement potential.

Gerighausen: Yes indeed. To this potential belongs, I reck-

on, the fact that many farmers still don’t think enough

about feed quality, never mind optimal rationing. The
first, and very important, step hereby is determining time

of harvest. With grass silage, this is naturally even more

important than with maize. However, I remember in this

connection the 2016 harvest where serious lack of rain

the energy supplier. Further ration components such as

therefore comes from time of cutting, length of chop

and punctual quality controls. Then there’s the theme of

meant dry matter content of the maize plants rocketed

grass and/or straw are then responsible for structure and

silage consolidation in the clamp.

conditions, a very large amount of maize was chopped far

sense to vary the chop length with maize. On comple-

Gerighausen: Don’t worry, I haven’t forgotten! Correct

customers early-on about the problem.

farmer knows the respective qualities involved and can

upwards by quasi 1 – 2% daily, even in August. In these

too late, even though some contractors had warned their

XtraBlatt: Keyword problems: in silage consolidation.
Does this apply to long-chop too?

Gerighausen: Before I go onto this, I would like to men-

tion two other harvest aspects: timely quality control and

also chop length. The theme quality control applies not

only to the time of cutting but also the processing of the
feed during the harvesting. Now, during cereal combining

every farmer immediately gets down on the stubble and

starts counting grain loss before the combine has got 10

crude fibre. However, depending on the year, it can make

tion of the first two grass cuts and the straw harvest, the

then manoeuvre a little during the maize harvest. This

could well be the case in 2017 because, in some parts of

Germany for instance, low temperatures and lack of pre-

cipitation meant the harvest in the important first grass

cut was notably smaller than normal, although content

compacting of long-chop maize is, in itself, no problem –
as long as certain parameters are observed. For me, these

include the distribution of longer-chop forage in thinner
the clamp is broad enough so that, if possible, two consol-

• Further education courses and seminars for farmers, teachers and advisers

ables good forage consolidation, even with longer-chop.

• Husbandry trials with ruminants, researching
construction and equipment developments for
buildings and milking

layers across the clamp and, right from the start, ensuring

idating tractors have room to operate. This approach en-

When this cannot be achieved – whatever the reason – I

XtraBlatt: So this means that OptiMaize apparently be-

down in the clamp and the upper layers are shorter-chop.

with the grass silage…

think it makes good sense if longer-chop layers are lower

The shorter material is more easily compacted to help seal

off the clamp. Where this approach can’t be followed, a

taste-neutral additive such as potassium sorbate helps se-

Gerighausen: Correct! And chopping longer is not per se

cure aerobic stability during fermentation.

maize grains in it: grains not cracked, barely digestible, a

go a step further here. By measuring nutrient content di-

XtraBlatt: How important is rolling technique and vehi-

the clamp before controlling efficacy of the production

quality parameters, for instance with grass, to be deter-

Certainly, the silage harvester operator has to pay atten-

after the fermenting process has been completed in the

metres into the crop. And with forage maize? Throughout
the year I see often enough silage with masses of whole

complete waste of money! Waiting until the silage is in

process is too late. Nothing can be changed by that time.
tion. But, above all, the farmer should get down to this,

and control quality of the procedure immediately, out in
the field.

the silver bullet for cattle feeding. Incidentally, I’d like to

rectly at the harvester, the so-called NIRS sampling allows
mined directly during harvest and not later via sampling

clamp. This early knowledge of feed quality means farm-

ers are in a position to consider buying-in necessary extra
ration constituents (e.g. beet pulp) earlier in the year and

cle weight?

Gerighausen: Both aspects are certainly important. But

forget the motto: “the heavier, the better”. A limit has to

be put on extent of contact surface pressure. Over-ballasting doesn’t help and that’s why I personally am impressed

Additionally carried out within the Riswick College
of Agriculture facilities in Kleve, where organic
production is a focal point, is work on cattle and pig
husbandry as well as grain production/ livestock
feeding. Also held at the Kleve Vocational School are
training and further education courses for mechanics of agricultural and construction machinery as
well as for specialist staff in agricultural service
industries and courses for certification of masters
within the latter sector.

increased feed loss. But this is a separate subject for itself.

credo: “Profit lies in the purchase”.

ard tractor or wheeled loader, the angle of the vehicle

dairy cow feeding, or for cattle in general, maize is mainly

XtraBlatt: Important fine-tuning in feed production
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• Testing feed for energy content.

Here, if the driver steers too close to the edge with stand-

be a lot of sense in this where a feed ration is to contain

a large amount of maize, i.e. 70% or more. However, in

• Feeding and feed conservation trials

seldom end up in a desirable ratio. When feeding from the

cially for compacting silage in clamps without side walls.

ductions to be achieved. Not for nothing is the merchant’s

• Grazing and forage production trials

in this context by system tractors with crab steering, espe-

not first of all in autumn. This enables substantial cost re-

But getting back to chop length above 14 mm: there can

Riswick research centre in Kleve
“Haus Riswick” is one of two agriculture research and educational centres run by the North
Rhine-Westphalia Chamber of Agriculture.
Among the roles of these institutions are:
• Offering further education through practical
courses in livestock husbandry for students and
those already involved in farming

quality was very good.

gins, not with the maize harvest, but instead already

INFO

changes and the clamp tends to become increasingly wid-

er. This is impractical because length, breadth and height

clamp, silage removal leaves a clamp face that leads to

XtraBlatt: Many thanks Mr Gerighausen!
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Feeding

PREVENTION VERSUS CURE
Veterinarian André Hüting: “Every farmer should use this kind of measuring
jug for forage sampling during silage
making. If more than two undamaged
maize grains are found in the sample,
there is a need for action.”

One third of these farmers have already

twice per month, costs only a fraction of

covering intensive herd care, a proportion

tages are then available to the farmer in-

aged maize grains are found per sam-

input. However, experience shows that

ple, then action has to be taken and the
harvester adjusted,” advises vet André
Hüting. He’s one of four partners running
the “Güterstraße Veterinarian Practice”

farmers that don’t pay attention to this.”

INTENSIVE
SUPPORT

However, these maize grains are not only

the proverbial “dotting the i” in performance optimisation. They also serve as

symbol for the necessity of optimal feeding. “90% of all health problems with

cattle can be traced back directly or indirectly to errors in feed production, in the

12

feeding, and/or housing management.

during forage maize harvest?

tor. Neither is it the plastic sheeting of
the clamp. Not even the daily basketful of

filled rolls for the contractor’s “elevenses”

For this reason, we see our role as vets
not only in the emergency practice and
in medicinal treatment. Over and above

this, we want to be able to offer comprehensive advice to our clients. Prevention
is better than cure.”

during harvest. In fact, the indispensable

The pronoun “we” in this case refers to a

ing jug. “At least once per hour during the

cattle of which five focus on herd support.

aid is a simple two-litre capacity measursilage harvest every farmer should take a

forage sample. If more than two undam-

through the resultant positive effects,”
declares André Hüting.

ment costs for livestock health problems.

from my point of view is the number of

No, it’s not the clamp-consolidating trac-

these costs are paid back several times

is, admittedly, nothing new. But alarming

es the required amount of milk per cow

W

care is not free. Billing is based on time

optimally-processed maize silage produc-

Hamminkeln. “The knowledge that only

André Hüting is a veterinary surgeon
convinced that feeding and management errors lie behind most cow
health problems. His solution: intensive veterinary involvement in herd
management. An exceptional concept.

that’s steadily increasing. “Naturally, such

MISTAKES
COST MONEY

in the North Rhine-Westphalian town of

What’s the farmer’s best tool

contractual agreements with the practice

team of 19 vets. Ten of these specialise in
In total, the practice has around 300 cattle farmer clients over a radius of 80 km.

As example, he cites the reduction in treatOn no farm can these be pared down to

zero. But: “A farmer with livestock treatment costing between 0.7 ct and 1 ct/l

produced milk (0.6 and 0.9 pence/l) certainly lies within a good range. On many

farms, however, treatment costs are sub-

stantially more than these, even double
in some cases. With one million litres of

produced milk, alone reducing the treatment costs to the given normal level of-

fers a saving of 20,000 Euro (17,560 GBP)
annually. The bill for herd care that would
have to be paid to us for the mentioned

example with around 110 cows, involving two to three hours spent on the farm

this,” he explains. And many more advancluding, for example, longer productive

cow lifetime, more milk per lactation and
more lactations per cow.

The spectrum of “fine-tuning screws” for

improvement in the dairy farming busi-

ness is enormously wide, continues this
vet. His experience has shown it stretch-

es from more efficient forage harvesting,
over improved feed mixing, effective

grouping within the herd through to ensuring water quality and including cubicle

design. The basic feed performance from

grass silage on good farms is thus double

that on poorer ones. On top of this, the
potential where feed mix wagons and
TMR are concerned can be seen as almost

dramatic on many farms. “The list of fo-

cal points in this respect can continue for
pages. Fact is: the consequences (where

no adjustments are made) cost farmers
unbelievably large sums of money. Thus,

as neutral partner we can help through

applying our knowledge on the relationships between feed, housing and animal
health,” emphasises André Hüting.

INFO
Series: “Prevention versus cure”
The interview with André Hüting ably demonstrated to XtraBlatt staff
how great the optimisation potential is regarding feeding and animal
husbandry. For this reason, we shall prepare central themes from our
interview for publication as a series in forthcoming issues. Our aim: to
support farmers and contractors in optimisation of their work around
cow and co.
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Plesse-Milch

SUCCESS THROUGH QUALITY
A

fter two-and-a-half years running-in period there emerged in

2010 the company Plesse-Milch GmbH &

Co. KG, a merging of three farming businesses and five families in Bovenden,

southern Lower Saxony with a staff of

14 and one trainee. The aim was, and still
is, to create a good strategy together, for
managing a large economically-competi-

tive dairy production unit. To this end, the
six partners involved gathered informa-

tion in Denmark, Germany and the USA
on management, housing and milking
concepts, as well as on biogas plants. In

2013, there followed implementation of

the planning: two open-sided six-row cubicle barns for 600 cows in total, a 2 x 20
parallel milking parlour in a milking shed
with offices and a 530 kW biogas plant

fermenting solid and liquid manure. “A
milking robot wouldn’t have fitted our

Cows average a daily intake of around

that milk fat content now averages 3.7%.

savings for us with this approach,” points

maize and one-third grass silage. De-

this level. Protein content lies at 3.4%,”

concept. We did not see any cost or labour

Three farms, five families,
one management: those
who want to become competitive, need a good concept. This is why Herbert
Hardege, managing director of Plesse-Milch, works
continuously on optimising
herd feeding.
14

Each cow consumes 22 to 26 kg dry matter daily. The Plesse-Milch forage ration comprises up
to two-thirds maize silage and one-third grass silage topped up with concentrate supplement.

out Herbert Hardege, managing director

of Plesse-Milch. Reasons: the extra input

in training staff and the too-high total
fixed costs per cow.

FEEDING WITH
SODA GRAIN

“We began with three milking herds and
120 bought-in heifers. Since then, we’ve

been continually adding to the stock,
with the barns completely full just half
a year ago,” says the farmer from Boven-

den. The business chooses Holstein-Friesian females, the breed seen as the most
efficient and best in performance terms.

13 kg basic feed comprising two-thirds

pending on the group – lactating, in-calf
or dry cows – the animals consume 22

We certainly don’t want to drop below
explains manager Hardege.

tary feed is required. Currently, this in-

CULTIVATIONS
OUTSOURCED

brewers’ grains and caustic soda treated

other hand, forage is mainly produced on

to 26 kg dry matter daily so that, says

Herbert Hardege, up to 45% supplemencludes pressed beet pulp, ground corn,
grain (soda grain). The latter component
comes from Scotland whereby moistened

grain, or high moisture grain from lodged
crops for instance, is mixed with caustic

soda (NaOH). This treatment has a positive effect on pH in the rumen, as well as
supporting a more constant fermentation. “We have just changed our feeding
over to a more fibre-rich mixed ration so

The supplementary feed is bought in. On the

the farm with, however, contractors hired
for the respective and to bundle the available competences. “We have the problem

that this is not really a maize growing loca-

tion. Here, we cart-in only around 13.5 t/ha
dry matter. For this reason, we arrange for
60 of the 170 ha of maize we harvest to be
grown elsewhere under contract. The rest
we grow here in rotation with oilseed rape.”

15
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Grassland takes up 200 ha of the farm’s
total 800 ha. Three-quarters of the grass

area is intensively cropped, while the remainder is managed extensively. The aim

is to cut the intensive swards four times
in the season. The first two go for the

milking herd feed and the third, depend-

Soda grain is produced using moistened
or harvested lodged cereals treated with
caustic soda.

ing on quality, to either the cows or young

stock. Generally, the fourth cut is ensiled
for young stock. The extensively managed swards are cut just twice per season.

place during tine harrowing in spring or

FUTURE
MARKETING

Herbert Hardege.

of the cooperative-based milk processor

“We follow an intensive reseeding policy.
Among other methods, reseeding takes
when injecting slurry with slit discs,” says

The dairy business is currently a member
DMK, although this should change by the

QUALITY FEED
CUTS COSTS

beginning of next year. As from January 1,

Herbert Hardege wants to move into active marketing of the farm’s milk. “During

the latest ‘milk crisis’ we found we were

Contractors undertake all ensiling logis-

not well looked after. We therefore aim to

tics – from mowing and tedding through

establish our own concept. With its daily

to chopping. Only the carting chain sees

production of 20,000 l, the business has

Plesse-Milch staff members and their

reached a size where we can easily handle

tractors helping out. Fully-established

now is a ski slope crawler for clamp work

Two open-sided six-row cubicle barns and a 2x20 parallel milking parlour form the heart of
the farm buildings. Autumn 2016 saw the housing fully-stocked.

during the forage maize harvest. This

does such a good job of consolidating

The business chooses Holstein-Friesian cows, this breed being seen as the most efficient and best performing.

mould through oxygen ingress, so hardly

For a litre milk, for example, we need

the edges that there’s never any sign of
any feed is wasted.

Manure handling is also undertaken by

contractor firm with its own slurry tanker
chain including self-propelled applicator.

Post-harvest, swards are dressed via slit
injection with fermentation substrate

from the farm’s biogas plant. In spring,

contractors also apply slurry to the grass-

land using an umbilical hose and spreader
system.

“The high quality of our forage conserva-

tion enables us to make real cost savings.
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3 to 5% over requirement each day as

cial attention, we add an extra worker,”

with 15.4 kg milk daily lifetime produc-

young stock and lower performance cow

the herd takes four to five hours. High

should be bettered. 60 to 65 calves are

comparatively little feed,” he explains.

safety buffer. Leftovers are distributed to

dry matter with an average daily output

groups.

Feed conversion lies by 1.5 – 1.6 kg milk/kg

of 37 to 38 l/cow. Herbert Hardege finds

quality is tested daily, the staff using the

TRAINING FOR
ANIMAL HEALTH

recording samples. “Additionally, I watch

can be seen in the milking parlour: herd

this performance good in that the aim

is 1.1 to 1.7 kg milk/kg dry matter. Feed
farm’s own sampling oven for drying and

that the ration mix is homogenous and

clump-free, so cows are offered a balanced feed,” emphasises this farmer. Ensuring feed round-the-clock for the cows
means he and his colleagues plan feed

That good organisation always pays
health is top. At time of writing there

was only a single mastitis case from 600

explains the farmer. Once-through for
udder health is influenced by the quality

of feed but also through careful hygiene
and good stockmanship. Plesse-Milch

staff train for this with regular schooling

aimed at teaching high quality cow handling. “The atmosphere in the barns indicates this. Since schooling was started,
the cows are markedly quieter.”

cows. “We milk in two shifts three times

The phase when stocking was continu-

problem groups, i.e. cows that need spe-

tion life. This currently is 25.4 months

daily with two milkers in the parlour. For

ously increased did little for cow produc-

tion per animal. Long-term, these values

born each month. Heifer calves are, so
far, mainly retained in the herd. Bulls are
sold to dealers. Only two or three bulls

are retained each year and reared for own

the logistics ourselves with our own milk
tankers,” he explains.

Already, two 25,000 l trucks are on the
farm for shipping milk to other markets.
With 3.5 to 4 milkings, there is enough

milk to load a tanker. With this approach
to marketing, our business can remain
independent, even in the toughest conditions.

breeding. “I watch out that we don’t have

When the milk price was down at only 21

otherwise we’d have to sell the heifers

it was also struggling. “On bad days, it

too many calvings in any one month,

for export to ensure a uniform stocking

according to housing capacity,” explains
Herbert Hardege. Young stock is reared

in older buildings with around 550 head
kept just now.

ct/l in the last years, Plesse-Milch admits
was always a help for us to go into the

barns and see how comfortable the cows
were lying in their housing. With that we

knew that we had done everything right,”
smiles Herbert Hardege.
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Setting-up machinery

PERFECT CHOPPING PAYS
Daniel Büter,
Krone product specialist for
silage harvesters.

T

he “perfect cut” from a silage har-

for her or himself over chop length. After

In the beginning, there is the requirement

ing to do with chop length, although this

they want their forage chopped shorter or

stalks and cobs have to be presented

vester has, in the first instance, noth-

does form the basis for good chop quality.
This is the point of view emphasised by

Daniel Büter, product specialist for Krone

silage harvesters. “Each customer decides

all, each have their own good reasons why
longer. For the quality of the chop and its
subsequent processing, other adjustments
are responsible.”

for uniform crop throughflow by which

lengthwise to the chopper drum. Here-

by, correct adjustment of header rpm to
match intake rpm is important, continues Daniel Büter. A uniform transfer from

header to intake can be steplessly adjusted by the operator in the cab because,
with the Krone BiG X, the header, as well

as the intake, are hydraulically driven as
standard and can thus be easily adjusted

in turn. “An example: if the header runs

too fast in relationship to the intake, the
intake channel can jam full pushing stalks
criss-cross, so that clean chopping at the
cutter drum is impossible.”

TIMELY
ADJUSTMENTS

Apropos cutter drum: central and impor-

tant adjustments, e.g., correct sharpening
cycles and clearance between counter

blade and cutter drum knives, can also be

The silage harvester is the key
machine in forage feed production. Optimal quality thus depends
on correct adjustments. Krone
product specialist Daniel Büter
identifies the most important
“fine tuning screws”.
18

dealt with in this in this way. Here is the
most sensitive section of the route followed by the forage crop through the har-

vester, explains the product specialist. “In
the past, knives were normally sharpened
once daily, in most cases very intensively.

From today’s point of view, it’s prefera-

ble to distribute several sharpening cycles
throughout the working day so that the

gaps between sharpenings are shorter
thus ensuring continuously good cutting

quality.” Not to be forgotten hereby, he

adds, is counterblade adjustment. “It is

19
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Forage wagons

MORE MODEL TYPES
For the new AX forage wagon series, models AX 280 and AX 310 are now available
not only with the proven options folding

Optimal chop quality begins with
correct rpm alignment between
header and intake.

backgate and full steel construction but
also with the variant silage pick-up and

chopper attachment. For swath collection,

1

2

Krone insists on proven pick-up technology, with new elements. Pick-up tines form

a “W” pattern: the patented design en-

crucial that this be precisely reset after

sures uniform distribution of the harvest-

every sharpening. Additionally, visual in-

ed material across the total breadth of the

spection of cutterhead and counterblade

cutting rotor creating, says the manufac-

area should be conducted through the

turer, the basis for a very good chopping

V-flaps at intake. A couple of handturns

quality. The chain and slat floor conveying

here allow the driver a good view of the

wear situation and/or result of sharpen-

system within the wagons is lowered by

25 mm breadth Hardox conveyor system

hydraulically-folding upper front wall for

conveyance distance and reduces power

tor and of oscillating conveyor. 32 knives

ing harvester spout and the fully-enclosed

100 mm towards the front; this shortens

ing.”

requirement. Pick-up width is 1,800 mm

Product specialist Büter adds that if the si-

(DIN 11220); this allows broad swaths to

lage harvester features the Krone VariLOC

be collected cleanly, even on the curve.

system, the driver can rapidly and easily

The AX forwarding and cutting rotor with

alter chop length. “With a 28-knife drum,

chop length can be altered with VariLOC

includes the advantages of standard rowith gaps of 45 mm ensure best chopping

quality (theoretical chop length: 45 mm)

with low power requirement. Further plus

points: the AX variants HL/HD feature

portant here is timely alignment of the

VERSATILE APPLICATION

transmission, preferably at around 17 mm.

Then, the machine performance is exactly
right,” he explains.

AS NEAR
AS NECESSARY

disc conditioners are available. Through

hood mean minimum retention of silage
material on these surfaces.

tomatically folded upwards. This keeps
both transport width and height down, a

real plus point when accessing gates and
barn doors. The EC R 400 comes equipped
with rear lighting and rear warning plate

as standard. Should the EasyCut R 400 disc

beam collide with an obstacle during cutting, the inbuilt hydraulic safety system al-

The corn conditioner delivers intensive
material. With the Krone BiG X, roller and

bodywork with angled mudguards and

EasyCut R 400

between 4 mm and 30 mm. However, im-

processing of the maize grain and plant

easier filling of the wagon from a front-fill-

lows the beam to rapidly swing back while

moving upwards at the same time. Dam-

Regular visual checks should be carried out in the cutter drum and counterblade area.

age to the machine is thus avoided. The

their differing teeth numbers and rpm

“Compared to the rollers, the discs react

Daniel Büter concludes with a further tip:

mower beam is attached to the cantilever

operational range while the disc condi-

cause of their larger frictional area. There-

fine-tuning screws is, and always will be,

swing range allows for good adjustment

speeds, roller conditioners have a defined

tioner has a very wide operational spectrum and can be universally applied from

short to long chop. With both systems,

the machine operator can, from the cab,
match the slit gap in the rollers or discs to

one another. “These correctly coordinated
alignments are important in determining
the quality of work,” underlines Büter.
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more sensitively to gap alterations before, according to forage crop condition,
the operator has to reach the treatment

result wanted through trial, with readjustment where necessary. The rule has to
be: As near as necessary and not as close

“The most important of the proverbial

arm at point of gravity. The wide lateral

the communication between silage har-

to ground surfaces. With two adjustable,

vester driver and farmer. Timely and regular control of silage quality during harvesting is an important key to success.”

With its EasyCut R 400, Krone presents a

breakaway with springs and the mower’s

4.04 m. The robust attachment bracket,

EC R 400 a reliable, simple and flexible

new disc mower with working width of

as possible. If the slit spacing is too close,

optimised SmartCut disc beam, individ-

quality of the work.”

ble collision protection, disc beam safety

wear increases but not necessarily the

ually secured SafeCut mower discs, relia-

narrow transport width all make the
disc mower for versatile application. For

transport, the mower is swung rearwards

hydraulically and the protection cover au-

rapidly reacting, suspension springs, implement downward pressure is applied
uniformly over the entire working width

and is adjustable to meet different operational conditions. Optionally available is

hydraulic pre-tensioning of the spring system.
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Training

“WE NEED THE BEST”
T

he much-quoted demographic transition is no

longer a phenomenon of the future. It’s definitely

with us right now in agricultural engineering and farming.
Employers wishing to find and keep good specialist staff

Bernard Krone: “We have to use the potential better in order to
attract good employees – and to keep them.”

proach than five or ten years ago. What are the trends in

basic training or gaining further qualifications, important

not only have to do more, they must take a different appersonnel development? And how does machinery manufacturer Krone address the situation? XtraBlatt asks owner

partment. With us, for example, all apprentices and trainees

XtraBlatt: Mr Krone, does your company still find enough

understanding of the products, the procedures and the com-

Bernard Krone: Luckily, we’ve managed so far. Emsland

(where the main Krone facility is situated) has an unem-

ployment quota of under 4%. This means quasi full employment for the sort of qualified staff in our factories. For us, it
is very important to train our new employees ourselves if

possible. This is why since 2004 we’ve doubled our apprenticeship and trainee places, as well as the possibilities for

dual studies, to a total of 150. With that, our training quota
lies by around 8%. A very impressive figure, I find.

XtraBlatt: What kind of quality have applicants? Many

employers complain about reduced learning capabilities

22

ing relationships inside, and outwith, the confines of one de-

Bernard Krone for his thoughts on the matter.

employees?

Good training craft don’t just drop out of the
sky. Every business should search for talent
more intensively, and with extra creativity, than
ever before. XtraBlatt learns from Bernard Krone
just how the Krone concern approaches the situation, and the aspects that may be helpful for
the agricultural sector in this respect.

is diversity and a more complex understanding of the work-

with school leavers…

Bernard Krone: Certainly, this cannot be completely dis-

work first of all in assembly for a time in order to develop an

munication within the company. Later on, you might find a

product developer helping in prototype construction; and a

mechatronics engineer in the development department. The

aim must be to not only train newcomers well in a factual

sense, but also to place them in the best possible position
within the company. Personnel development of today and

tomorrow must achieve this – and can therefore represent

good marketing for new personnel at the same time. This
is an aspect we’ve also worked very hard on in recent years.
XtraBlatt: What is the thinking behind this?
Bernard Krone: As employers, we must do substantially

more ourselves in order to, for example, interest apprentice-

ship candidates. Earlier, it was certainly more common for
us to have decided on an applicant only to receive a refusal

in favour of another job. That bothered me. We therefore

missed. But I find this doesn’t apply right across the board.

analysed and altered our approach. Key word here is Assess-

as a training company. But we don’t really aim to hire only

breakfast together, take a tour of the works. We get to know

It’s true that we certainly will have more work in this respect
the very top-marked higher leaving certificate performers as

cutters or fitters. We need a healthy mix of all school types.

Therefore some youngsters with less impressive school results later on display, following the necessary training and

ment Centre. We now invite the young people in groups. We

each other better in a relaxed atmosphere. And, on our part,
we can present the company more fully. Additionally, we
have in the meantime as employees in personnel marketing

many young people in their mid-twenties on average. This

with the just as necessary strong self-will, good practical

generation speaks with the youngsters in a different way,

ties for further development or careers! Still decisive for me

cessful: only a minimal proportion of those who’ve passed

talent and have, in the longer view, appropriate opportuniis modernisation of the actual training concepts. Whether

both literally and figuratively. It’s a concept that is very sucthe written selection procedure decide to refuse a job offer
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“Nowadays, trainees and workers no longer
automatically come to the firm looking for a
workplace. In fact, the firms themselves have to
actively seek out personnel for strengthening
their workforce.”

nowadays. Incidentally, those we do not take into the firm

also receive a feedback. For me, this is a question of good
manners – and has a very positive effect.

XtraBlatt: And how many trainees remain?
Bernard Krone: My father always liked to say: ‘Either one

works for Krone for a day, or for a whole lifetime’. And this

XtraBlatt: This is why dealerships and agricultural contractors sometimes see themselves as the quarry pit for the

industrial sector as far as qualified staff is concerned…

Bernard Krone: A subjective opinion, but one hard to gain-

actually applies in very many cases with our employees!

say completely. However, while you are on this subject, this

we prepare for this by training a little over our requirement

own people. But back to recruiting skilled manual work. My

change or further development within the company can of-

sise alternative strengths connected with the job in hand

Women are markedly underrepresented in technical careers. Encouraging their enthusiasm represents an exciting solution to the impending shortage of specialist workers.

dual study – in the commercial sector, for instance. Exodus-

to position oneself better compared with other companies:

Another example: Do company training staff go direct to

Certainly, people naturally sometimes change their job and

in total. But the already mentioned attractive options for
fer, for example, an industrial mechanic the perspective of a

is exactly the reason why Krone so wholeheartedly trains its

advice is to seek young people in other ways. And to empharather than purely the wages involved. Also, as employer,

es are prevented in this way. Getting right to the point: we

quasi as own brand. Nowadays, trainees and workers no

schools? Do you consider driving – after agreement with the

staff members, and to keep them. We need the best – only

place. In fact, the firms themselves have to actively seek out

grounds? Understanding has to do with realisation, and

XtraBlatt: Agricultural machinery dealerships, contractors

XtraBlatt: An example?

sponsorship in school projects, or even with a special class.

However, the reality is that there are too few acceptable

Bernard Krone: Let us take from the trading side the really

cal experiences, to highlight the positive aspects of our pro-

must exploit existing potential better to get good working
that brings the company sustainably forward.

and, in some cases, farmers too, would also like to do this.
applicants for training. And if good material comes on

board, there is a high risk that they soon leave again to jobs

with higher wages and regular working hours…

Bernard Krone: There’s no simple solution to this dilemma.

longer automatically come to the firm looking for a work-

personnel for strengthening their workforce.

good and successful “Strong Brands seek Strong Characters”

school – with a tractor or a silage harvester onto the school

there are very many enthusiastic about machinery that can

XtraBlatt: In all the ‘green’ careers, mainly male applicants

are thought about in discussions on apprentices and employees…

Bernard Krone: ...and with that, a great potential is ig-

be helped to realise more about your industry. Undertake a

nored! This doesn’t refer to the important and classic work

Are the possibilities fully exploited to inform, to offer practi-

hands. No, the female work force can also be an important

fession? Naturally, the reality of life and work in companies

in offices which, in our branch, is mainly firmly in female
factor around machinery – and this should be more so than

just now! In fact, I see this in our case and with our custom-

staff advertising campaign, which we financially supported,

should not be left out. And the efforts to attract applicants

ers. Where young women are fascinated by technology,

nection. Does every specialist business utilise the offered

signed. The variety in the work, the team spirit, the explain-

ation, be it as specialist worker in agricultural merchants/

incidentally. Let’s ask the associated questions in this con-

possibilities and advertising material available within this

should not slacken off the minute the training contract is

ing of relationships, the greater integration and the per-

they get in every aspect outstanding feedback and evalu-

machinery service, as mechanic or as demonstration driver.

And it would be presumptuous, if not unfair, if I was to an-

campaign? Or, on business ‘open door’ days, to which young

spective of further development of one’s own career – all

This good female influence also applies, incidentally, to the

as: ‘It’s all very well for Mr Krone to speak…’ First of all, part

attracting future staff? Or do, on such days, the bosses take

as us. The arguments apply in principal to every employer.

Especially in service departments of dealerships or agricul-

Secondly, the handwork sector very often cannot keep up

business manager must ask if he, or she, has really made the

no longer reality.

swer with: ‘Then pay higher wages’, leading to reposts such

of the reason lies with available finance. But this is not all.
with general industrial standards as far as wages are con-

cerned.
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people often come, is there a special stand for recruiting, or
time to speak with potential applicants? In such cases, every

appropriate effort. This, incidentally, is just as applicable to
agricultural contractors and farmers.

this attracts people, not only to industrial employers such

One thing is certain: The learner as cheap labour source is

general work climate and the relationship with customers.
tural contractors, this humanising component, alongside

specialist knowledge and not forgetting competence, is
more important than ever!
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Fleckvieh breeding

THE FARM WITH “FEEL GOOD”
MILK
It cannot be claimed that
Fleckvieh are uncommon in
Bavaria. But with 220 cows
including 100,000 l animals
and “Feel Good” A2 milk,
the farming business run
by the family Kraus certainly attracts attention…

T

he Kraus family’s cattle breeding

business lies in Deubach near Augs-

burg. Goats graze a little meadow by the
farmhouse – a children’s zoo for the village kids who love to visit at the week-

ends. Farm machinery and forage have
individual barns. The cattle accommoda-

tion, extended for 100 head in 1992, looks
very modern. Twelve years later, expansion began again – and hasn’t stopped.

After all, the business now has three
families to feed. Today’s herd comprises
220 Fleckvieh cows at home in open-sid-

ed and airy loose housing with straw-littered deep-bed cubicles and outdoor

access for the cattle. “The cows love the

outdoor area. When we lower the roller

Georg Kraus breeds Fleckvieh cattle primarily for high health –
nevertheless 100,000 l females are no rarity from this herd.

side walls to stop the wind blowing in,

there are no cows to be seen outside. If
the wind shields are up, then the outside

area is completely filled – whatever the

Some 200 of the cows are robot-milked.

transition from the classic double-eight

fortunately, we cannot graze our cows.

milking cabins, sometimes up to four

recalls Andreas. “In the beginning, we

weather,” says farmer Georg Kraus. “UnThe farm buildings lie in the middle of the
village and we can hardly drive 220 cows

through the streets,” explains the senior
farmer who is also chairman of the Swabian Fleckvieh Breeding Association. He
runs the farm, which he took over from

his father in 1982, with his wife Helga and
sons Jürgen and Andreas and the help of
a student. “Jürgen takes care of our 180kW biogas plant which we’ve run since

2010. Andreas is mainly responsible for
the milk management and keeping an eye
on our cattle.”
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The animals go voluntarily into the four
times daily. Concentrate feed comprises

winter barley, maize grain, molasses pulp

and rapeseed meal offered from automatic dispensers. Andreas Kraus checks
daily that the milking runs smoothly. The
software allows him to monitor details

of every cow and make adjustments for

any cows. After all, not every udder is
the same. For instance, where a cow has
a damaged teat, Andreas can feed this
information into the system so that the

affected cow is turned away from the
robot to be milked conventionally. “The

herringbone parlour lasted a few weeks,”
milked the cows as normal, enticing them
into the robot cabins with some concentrates so they got used to everything.

When a new animal joins the milking

herd, I still accompany it through the system for the first weeks.” To Andreas, the
advantages of robot milking are clear.

“The cows are much quieter and don’t
spring to their feet immediately when

someone comes into the barn.” All the
animals not robot-milked, for instance

fresh calvers, are still milked twice per
day through the herringbone “by hand”.
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The “Feel Good” milk is meant to be better for
consumers than the standard product.

PERFORMANCE
BREEDING

very special ‘Wohlfühl Milch (Feel Good

along with appropriate photo and short

of our cows.” This is so-called A2 milk,

have a link to the animals. This is a good

Milk)’ - and this comes from only three

The Kraus cows have an average lifetime

reputed to be more wholesome than the

production of 27,000 l milk and an average

standard A1 milk. Andreas Kraus explains:

11,000 l lactation with 3.7% protein and

“The A2 milk is more wholesome for con-

4.0% fat. “Fleckvieh cows have more milk

sumers through an amino acid in the milk

protein compared with black and whites,”

protein beta-casein. I believe lactose in-

points out Georg Kraus. But a good breeding programme – as well as careful herd

tolerance relates to A1 milk. Whether a

the

management - also help protein levels, he

explains. “Our cows are not bred for large

cow produces A2 milk or not is genetically

determined. We’ve tested our herd and

use three purebred A2 cows for milk that

udders but instead for health, although a

goes for direct marketing.”

lifetime 100,000 l from a cow here is no

rarity. From the very beginning the calves

These cows are identified by a notice at

get full-fat milk, we do not use any milk

the dispenser. Customers can look for-

substitute. I am convinced that, in this

ward to milk from Babsi, Penny and Melly,

way, we increase our cows’ milking perfor-

introduction. “In this way, customers

customer-binding exercise. We get a lot

of positive feedback,” says Andreas Kraus.
So far, the A2 milk marketing is only via
the farm gate dispenser. “The law says
that unpasteurized milk may only be sold

here on the farm where it is produced,”

explains Georg Kraus. In the long term,
the family wants to select cows and thus

achieve a unique selling characteristic.
“However, we are starting into this aspect slowly. Long-term, though, we must
be able to earn money with it,” concludes

Andreas as he heads for the barn where
his work, and his cows, await him.

mance and health.” A further success factor, he feels, is the changeover to GM-free
feeding. Since 2008, no soya-based ration

compacting, with outside help brought-in

with daily waste feed, cattle slurry and

decade. Our animals can be found right

requirement by the private Molkerei Grop-

is convinced of the quality of the contrac-

cm of the clamps. The fermented biogas

afield: in the Netherlands, China and Tur-

components are fed. First of all, this is a
per from Bissingen that markets some of

the Kraus milk. Secondly, Georg Kraus

finds that, since stopping soybeans, performance of his cows has increased. “A fur-

during harvest when needed. Georg Kraus
tor’s silage harvesting. The maize grains are
well-cracked and the chop length of 7 mm
is just right for his feed.

2 kg of fortified rapeseed meal and 1 kg of

Kraus has another reason for breeding

all of it ourselves.”

grains, 0.7 kg straw, 2 kg rapeseed meal,

About 180 ha land is used for feed pro-

duction, with about 60 ha actually owned
by the farm, the rest tenanted. “We grow

about 80 ha forage maize, cut 50 ha of
pastureland, 30 ha of winter barley and 20

ha clover/grass swards,” says Georg Kraus.

The maize is chopped by a contractor, al-

though the family takes care of carting and
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on the fields.

mix of 12 kg grass silage, 5 kg brewers’

Along with the maize, cows get a daily

GM-FREE FEEDING

substrate is applied as organic fertiliser

FLEXIBILITY
AIDS INCOME

ther factor is naturally price: the GM-free
feed is cheaper for us in that we produce

the poorer silage from the upper 40 to 50

milled cereal grain. Incidentally the farm
cereals are also harvested by contractor,

while the grass silage is handled by the

farm. With Krone butterfly mower and
conditioner, grass is cut up to six times

per year and carted home with two Krone
self-loading silage wagons. Additionally,

this farmer uses a rotary tedder and a

four-reel windrower from Krone for grass
silage harvest. The biogas plant is fed

As well as milk production, Georg
Fleckvieh cattle. The bull calves from this

dual-purpose breed are important too.

up in north Germany but even further
key where there is a growing market.”

Selling calves for feeding earns, this farmer

reckons, another 6 ct per litre milk, a reason why the milk price crisis did not affect

the Kraus business as much as others. “Additionally, in Bavaria we have many private
dairies that pay more for milk anyway, and
this is also an advantage for us.”

gen. George Kraus buys-in and rears 15 to

“FEEL GOOD”
A2 MILK

uses them on his herd to freshen up the

directly via automatic milk dispenser at

They are auctioned at seven weeks via

the Fleckvieh Breeding Society in Wertin-

20 bulls himself for breeding per year and
genepool and also sells 30 to 40 heifers

via the breed society. “We’ve been selling
our bloodlines countrywide for the past

Recently, the family started selling milk
the farm. “On average, we sell around 50

The robot software gives Georg Kraus (l.) and
son Andreas full details of every cow milked.

l daily,” says Georg Kraus. Son Andreas
adds: “We offer via the dispenser only
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Spare parts and wear parts

ORIGINAL IS OPTIMAL
During the forage and straw harvests,
wearing down of machinery parts is unavoidable. There’s then a big temptation
to use non-original parts as replacements.
This may be cheaper, but certainly not the
right choice, according to Rudi Hackmann,
Krone spare parts department manager.

P

Rudi Hackmann manages
the Krone replacement parts
department.

robably everyone has certain emotive words

which, on hearing, send the respective blood pres-

sure soaring. One such phrase for Rudi Hackmann, man-

ager of the Krone spare parts department, is “Suitable

forv...” Just about every farmer and contractor searching through catalogues or the Internet for spare parts

or wearing part replacements for machinery must have
come across the term. With “Suitable for” the illusion is

given that this part is suitable for the machine. But this

for instance, or even within the mower cutterbar at the

cisely-engineered Krone original part but, instead, a copy

Additionally, components of the non-original part can

is not actually correct. The replacement is not then a pre-

from a third party: a version that looks the same but is
lower-priced. Anyone thinking that such a product fitted

in the machine is equivalent to a genuine spare part in
terms of performance, has been led up the garden path.
It’s a case of cheap, but guaranteed not price-efficient.”

foreseeably loosen and fly off, the bolts of the knife carriers being only welded onto the copy replacement. This

is a serious risk to safety! With the original replacement
part, these are stamped and thereby offer absolutely
more secure attachment of the knife.”

A closer look at the mower drum additionally shows

DANGEROUS DEFECTS

that the copy was badly finished and also could not then

ample of a mower, more precisely the mower drum and

material throughflow and, through prominent corners

He proves the veracity of this statement with the exknife carriers. “With these in mind we have taken the
genuine Krone components and intensively compared

them with copies claimed as suitable for the purpose.
Among the results was the discovery that material wear
resistance of our original knife carriers was up to three

times greater than that of the copy. Formulated in another way: the wear resistance as well as the reliability

were dramatically bad with the cheap part, although this
cannot be seen at first glance by the customer.”

The same thing applied in this comparison regarding
effects on centrifugal force through imbalance, points

out Rudi Hackmann. In this case, the non-original part
performed about 130 times worse than the original. “The

resultant costs thereby can be enormous, for instance

through damage to the transmission by such a serious
imbalance. One should be aware that the mower drum,

or the knife carriers, are spinning at around 3,000 rpm.

If such components are not running almost perfectly vibration-free, substantial damage occurs, in the bearings
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spur gears. The resultant repair costs are considerable.

be precisely fitted. This had a very negative effect on crop
and edges, on additional wear. “In short: the replacement parts mentioned have often an up to 20% lower
price but bring, through the concrete risks involved, sub-

stantially higher subsequent costs – quite apart from the
safety aspect,” emphasises Rudi Hackmann.

QUALITY PAYS ITSELF

That original parts in comparison to the cheap offerings
have a somewhat higher price can be attributed to three

important grounds, according to this department man-

ager. The first is the higher input into construction and

production. “With Krone, all implement or machine components are very carefully constructed and developed in

association with the respective machine. In this way, a
precision fit and functional safety are guaranteed,” he

explains. Secondly, in the actual assembly, all materials
and assembly procedures underlie strict quality control.
This applies just the same for components produced by
suppliers, continues Rudi Hackmann.
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The Römer Family

TRIPLE SPRINGER
FROM THE EIFEL

COPY PART
Good craftsmanship?

Precision ﬁt?

ORIGINAL
Good craftsmanship!

In order to guarantee the best possible quality of the original part, Krone subjects the
components to comprehensive testing.

Bearing great responsibility in the work involved in

original spare part supply, incidentally, are dedicated
Krone dealerships. “Within our service concept these

represent the most important contact with the customers,” says Rudi Hackmann. “In their own parts stores,
our service partners have great delivery capacity for the

parts most in demand. Everything else, depending on urgency, can be delivered by overnight courier or directly

collected from our regional stores, or even direct from
our factory. The costs of the entire service concept inclu-

sive guarantee work are also reflected in our spare and

Precision ﬁt!
Using the example of a mower drum, it can be shown through material
throughflow and precision fit why a copy (above) has substantial disadvantages compared with the original replacement part.

wear part prices. Those wishing continuation of this customer service over the long-term and who want to take

full advantage of it, should choose original spare parts.

And this doesn’t only apply to Krone, but for all farm machinery manufacturers.”

But no matter how obvious the advantages of original

The third reason he sees in the necessary retention of

spare parts, continues Mr Hackmann, the prices involved

the factory side, we reckon we have an excellent spare/

market conditions. Krone recognises this, he adds, with a

replacement and wear parts for optimal service. “From

wear part delivery capability for all current machinery.
Additionally, we keep parts in store for an average 15
years and in many cases substantially longer. The cost

factors involved are substantial. However, the customers

hereby have very good security that they can reliably use
a purchased machine over a really long period. Contra-

ry to this, the cheap offerings from vendors, for instance
the many wholesale warehouses, often only comprise
parts that sell often, i.e. the so called rapid turnarounds.
But this form of “cherry-picking” really doesn’t help the
customer much if you look at the situation honestly,” underlines department manager Hackmann.
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must be justifiable and acceptable in relation to time and
strategy that sets price levels in reasonable relationship

to the wholesale market and performance of the part in

question. “Without doubt, spare parts are for us an im-

portant sales and profit factor. But we do not see them as
a licence to print money, neither for us nor for the dealer.

For this reason, I am convinced that we are well-placed,
compared with the competition, regarding the prices

we ask for original spare parts.” On the other hand, he
does not believe that differentiating between basic and

premium parts for fulfilling demands from farmers and

contractors is a solution. “With original parts, all our customers are always optimally supported.”

More than ever, dairy farms face
the question: substantial expansion or adoption of other
value-adding enterprises? The
Römer family in Ramscheid on the
northern edges of the High Eifel
uplands, decided on the second
option and, alongside agriculture,
invests in holiday homes and a
contractor business.

L

ast year our family planned as summer

vocation a “Holiday on the Farm”. Trawl-

ing the Internet, we came upon the website of the Römerhof in Ramscheid (www.
roemerhof-ramscheid.de). The location, the
surrounding nature, the accommodation

photos, as well as those of the farm and livestock, led to us booking our holiday there.
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1
The first vacation morning in summer

that keeps growing so that Beate Römer

the farmyard with my daughter. Along-

the year during 2016. High season starts

2016: A big surprise as I wandered over

side a machinery barn we came upon two
four-rotor rakes. In the barn were also

three tractors from 150 to 260 HP, a big
square baler, a slurry tanker with drag shoe
applicator and a mower combination. “For

a dairy farm, you’re very well equipped,” I

mentioned to Martin Römer. “True,” he admitted. “Alongside the holiday accommodation and our farming, we have a third
income support: our contractor service.”

THREE
ENTERPRISES

What to do when your son wants to join
the farming business and the bank and
adviser try to convince father or son to

gather a large amount of cash and invest
in a new dairy cow barn? Martin Römer

asked me the question – and answered
it himself. “Five years ago, we decided

against such a strategy. Instead, my son
started a new farm enterprise: an agricultural contracting business.” Another

Römerhof-based business, holiday homes

let by the family since 2006, has now expanded to three units. Rentals are usually

on a weekly basis and families with children are especially welcome. The passing
years have brought a regular clientele
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1

welcomed arriving guests in 50 weeks of

in April when the wild narcissi start to
flower in the nearby “Hohes Venn-Eifel”

Nature Park and lasts until October. Coun-

tryside and tourism attractions are amply
available within a radius of 50 km. “Here

on the farm, visiting children are especial-

2

ly attracted by our calves and horses. We
also have a children’s petting zoo.”

The decision against the larger milk pro-

Horses and magnificent landscapes are just two

of the many attractions enticing holiday guests to
Römerhof.

2

Purchased for the 2016 season: a 40 m3 tandem-axle

3

Beate and Martin Römer are very satisfied that they

self-loader.

made the decision to build the family business

income on three separate pillars instead of relying
on milk production alone.

duction enterprise was not taken lightly,

creased our capability over the last three

altitude here and so our grass silage har-

One of the greatest challenges for this dy-

Theoretically, it would be possible to fur-

though, it was without doubt the right

in-line with our development – all based

self invested in a self-loader was no prob-

sufficient labour for the harvest phases.

Certainly, the demand is there for reliable

admitted Martin Römer. In retrospect,

one. His son Thomas was never really
enthusiastic about livestock farming any-

years. Our customer base has expanded
only on mouth-to-mouth propaganda.”

way, interested more in agricultural ma-

After investment in two four-rotor rakes

ying at the same level as before, milking

harvest, there came the step of buying a

chinery. “We therefore carry on with dair60 cows nowadays.” Instead of increasing
cow numbers, we invested in a used big

and a mower combination for the forage

forage self-loading wagon for the 2016
season. “For a year now, we work togeth-

vest is always a little later.” That he himlem for his colleague in Aachen. “It is not
as if he has no work to do in the Aachen
area. Additionally, it’s always a logistic

challenge getting his machinery up here
for the harvest. If the weather doesn’t cooperate, then even the first cut campaign
here can easily last three weeks.”

square baler and, from the start, we’ve

er with a contractor in the Aachen region.

for some neighbouring farms.” Through

volving a journey of at least two hours.

FLEXIBLE HELP

this contractor transfers a harvester and

from 40 to 500 cows. “The extreme ex-

done our own baling with it and baled
the family firm’s reliability and punctual
carrying out of contracted jobs, the customer base increased rapidly. As next

contracting service came dung spreading
with a new 22 t universal spreader. “We

analysed the needs of our customers and,

based on the results, step-by-step in-

This firm’s base is about 80 km away, in-

After the first cut is taken around Aachen,
a few silage carting units into the High

Eifel region. After the second Aachen
cut, two self-loaders also make the journey up-country to boost the Römer fleet.

Thomas Römer: “We are at 400 to 700 m

Customers are farms with milking herds

pansion of individual dairy farms that
we know from other regions of Germany

is not found here. Perhaps this lies in the

mentality of the area farmers,” reckoned

namically developing business is securing
“We had a permanent hand for a time.
In winter, though, apart from repairs and

sporadic winter jobs, there is not enough
work to justify full-time employment.

This means we rely on dependable tem-

ther expand the contractor enterprise.
services. “Still more work, though, means
that we’d have to hire additional staff. We
do not want to take that step – at least
not yet,” concluded Thomas Römer.

porary staff, who sometimes plan their
holidays so that they can jump-in and

help us,” explained Thomas Römer add-

ing, “The weather here is very unreliable.
This means it is very hard for us to plan

when a harvest begins. Often, the customers decide quite spontaneously when
their cutting should start. Luckily our

helpers, many of whom have worked for
us for years, are very flexible.”

Martin Römer.
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4th day of LandBauTechnik

STRENGTHENING THE DEALERSHIPS
This evening, however, Ulf Kopplin not
only honoured Thomas Fleischmann, Mr

Kopplin himself – completely unexpectedly for him – received recognition for

his long commitment to the agricultural
dealership organisation. In the name of

the directorate of the federal association, his deputy Ludger Gude, manag-

ing director of LVD Krone, presented the
golden badge of honour to Ulf Kopplin
for his great honorary commitment over

the past 14 years. This gave the opportu-

Another

work done by both frontmen during his

culture. Two speakers informed dele-

nity for Dr Bernard Krone to praise the

subsequent speech, and to additionally
congratulate the new senior managing

Agricultural and land machinery
dealerships as guests of Krone
sums up the 4th day of the LandBauTechnik event when representatives of the agricultural
machinery trade and agricultural
machinery craftsmen and women
all met at Krone’s headquarters in
Spelle, Germany. Delegates heard
presentations on the future of the
sector and witnessed the “Changing of the Guard”: the installation
of new top office-bearers within
the LandBauTechnik federal organisation.
36

director Dr Michael Oelck who was unanimously voted into this office on the same
day by the presidium.

NO TO ISLAND
SOLUTIONS

Essential components of the congress

were naturally once again a broad spectrum of exciting presentations on the

T

themes concerning the way ahead for
he distribution and service concept

Fleischmann. Lawyer Thomas Fleisch-

successful cooperation with agricultur-

office for some 32 years and played a

of Krone is based on intensive and

al and land machinery dealerships. It is

therefore appropriate that the sector’s

annual congress “Tag der LandBauTechnik”, which always features a visit organised by the federal association and a

manufacturer, this year invited delegates
to Spelle.

That this occurred in spring 2017 was no

coincidence. After all, the federal association was bidding an official farewell

to its senior managing director Thomas

mann managed the association head

very important role, together with the
presidium, in sustainably strengthening

the status of German agricultural and
land machinery dealerships in times of

globalisation and during dramatic structural changes within agriculture. Many

milestones and highpoints of this great
personal commitment to the trade were
related by president of the LandBauTech-

nik Federal Association Ulf Kopplin in the
presence of around 200 guests at the
congress evening ceremony.

dealerships. These included the talk by

Neofitos Arathymos, managing director

of Technology, Security and Environment
with the Central Association of German
Crafts. He described the current situation

potential

revolution-causing

theme aired was digitalisation of agrigates about this. Professor Dr Wolfgang

Kath-Petersen from the Institute of Construction Machinery and Agricultural Engineering within the Technical University

of Cologne concentrated on communi-

cation from one machine to the other
out in the fields, and why under practical conditions there were still problems

with this interfacing. Here, the professor
warned against “island solutions” by indi-

vidual manufacturers, calling for further
development of ISOBUS in this context.
Also Dr Jens Möller, managing director
of DKE-Data GmbH & Co. KG, concerned
himself with this point, emphasising the

advantages of a brand-independent, barrier-free data platform (see page 39).

regarding EU plans to reorganise the ser-

In this relationship, the customer side

even companies completely without

person of Klaus Pentzlin, president of

vice landscape. According to these plans,

manufacturer connections could be ena-

bled to carry out servicing of machinery

and equipment as from 2018, should they
wish to do so. Direct results from this di-

rective, Neofitos Arathymos felt, would
be wide-ranging challenges for both

workshops and manufacturers, challenges not yet clearly seen by the sector.

of dealerships also came to word in the
the Federal Association of Agricultural

Contractors (BLU) and of the European
Organisation of Agricultural, Rural and

Forestry Contractors (CEETTAR). Beginning with the question: “What do agricul-

tural contractors need?”, he spoke about
the wish for longer machinery working
lifetimes and on dramatic residual value
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DIGITALISATION 4.0

OPEN FOR ALL

The very rapid progress of digitalisation
affects agriculture too. But “island solutions” by different manufacturers haven’t
yet achieved a real breakthrough. An independent solution available from February 2018 will be the freely-accessible
DATA-HUB platform
from DKE-Data.

2
1
problems as well as the requirement for
more intensive usage of telemetry and

remote diagnosis systems. Just as important, he claimed, was more diagnosis
competence by mechatronic engineers

and improved compatibility between

3

3

business models ensuring contractors

“This problem affects especially small

T

been for some considerable time with

substantially more simply if the market

the increasingly large cost risks with ma-

new, but is now more crucial than ever

sor technology and electronics with data

tral platform. Or – to apply the thread

this reason, such companies required ad-

standard of process management hardly

direction, including establishment of or-

amount of data collected and required

simpler and access, thanks to open inter-

develop its full effect to the advantage

farmer, contractor, dealership, machin-

ing director. He added: “Incidentally, no

this aim, the “Initiative for Digital Com-

electronic systems of different machinery

brands. Also desirable, said Mr Pentzlin,
was cooperation on development of new

and dealerships carried equal burdens of
chinery.

STRENGTHENING
THE CRAFT

Taking-up a great deal of congress time

was the theme staff qualifications. Professor Friedrich Hubert Esser, president

of the Federal Institute for Vocational
Education and Training (BIBB) argued for

and mid-sized companies. It is nothing

1

the dual craftsmanship training system in

the relatively poor image of dual training

in Germany although its success in this

country was actually envied worldwide,

2

fessor is the fact that the Master Crafts-

3

to a university Batchelor degree. This val-

4

he said. Too little known, added the proman qualification is equal in importance

ue was not, however, reflected strongly

enough, especial in craftsman and craftswomen career and income opportunities.
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imaginable 15 years ago. However, the

4

has also become very large. Whether

In a storm of camera flashlights (l. to r.): Franz-Josef Borgmann (hon. president), Ludger Gude (deputy president), Ulf Kopplin (president), Thomas
master)

Ulf Kopplin and Leo Thiesgen (r.) honour the best placed craftsman in the

German Master LandBauTechnik contest 2016, Dominik Deller from Rhineland-Palatinate.

Thomas Fleischmann (I.) was 32 years senior managing director of the

Federal Association LandBauTechnik. His successor is Dr Michael Oelck

What do agricultural contractors want from industry and the trade? This

question was answered by Klaus Pentzlin, president of the Federal Association of Agricultural Contractors.

the Krone headquarters. Such network-

ing and data exchange could function

participants would agree to share a cen-

analogy once again – if every supplier
and customer were joined via a central

data hub. Data exchange would then be

faces, barrier-free, explained the manag-

of farmers and contractors.” With exactly

ery manufacturer, from one machine to

data would be permanently stored there.

munication and Development” (DKE) was

stream industries – within every group,

an own data hub on which the respective

around 10 agricultural machinery man-

groups or participants, exchange and use

apps through which, in association with

connections, for instance as threads, a

We, at DKE, are thereby data deliverers,

another, advisors, upstream and down-

Fleischmann (senior managing director) and Leo Thiesgen (federal guild

a presentation that was as interesting as
it was thought-provoking. He regretted

recording and control processes enable a

ditional support for development in this

phatic advice.

ture. It is present reality – and has

agriculture no exception. Nowadays, sen-

through the demographic transition. For

ganisational frameworks,” was his em-

he digital world is no longer the fu-

and naturally also between the individual

of data occurs. If one pictures all these

multiple criss-crossing of lines takes
place, indeed a tangle of threads.

This reflects in a pictorial way the cur-

Every farmer or contractor would have

production processes could be linked by
the machinery, data can be exchanged.

not storers.”

That’s the principle. However, in reality

there exists the problem that the differ-

rent situation within the agricultural

ent and, in each case, company-specific

managing director of DKE-Data GmbH

and software products from different

participants of the LandBauTechnik Fed-

free exchange of data. “This is crucial,

data world, according to Dr Jens Möller
& Co. KG, Osnabruck speaking to the

eral Association’s dealership meeting at

launched in 2016. Already involved are

ufacturers. Meantime, the above-mentioned Data-Hub is in development and

will be commercially applicable in 2018,

according to Dr Möller. The platform will

be presented at the 2017 Agritechnica.

“With their Data-Hub, users can then apply the connected apps and machinery

monitor information and, from the collected data, calculate improvements for

developments, e.g. between machines

their production processes. In the future,

manufacturers, do not always permit

machinery control – should be automatic.

however, if the digital network 4.0 is to

tively planned,” he felt.

this form of optimisation – and thereby

In this way, processes can be cost-effec-
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Slovenia

DUO WITH COWS
T

he setting couldn’t be more pictur-

esque: in the background a horizon

of 2,000 m peaks still capped with vestiges of snow. In the foreground, lush green

spring meadows with dandelion splashes
of colour and obviously contented cows.

Set in the middle is the idyllic hamlet
Suha in the heart of the Oberkrain about
20 km north of the Slovenian capital Lju-

bljana. And all this is bathed in bright
sunshine from an azure and cloudless

Simon Basaj (r.) with Janez Kern are both farmers and contractors, together forming
“Silo-Team”.

sky. Only our navi cast a tiny shadow on
this idyll: it couldn’t find the address at
“Suha pri Predosljah 40”. There, we were

to meet farmer Simon Basaj. We’d already
retraced our tracks several times – there

Dairying alone doesn’t always
support a farming existence, and
this applies in Slovenia too. Simon
Basaj has therefore built-up a contractor business as second income
source alongside his cows. As contractor, he runs the “Silo-Team”
service together with colleague
Janez Kern, also a dairy farmer.
40

a glimpse of black and white calves and

TOGETHER
IN FORAGE

cows are out at pasture and only come

milk per cow and year and explains the

was nothing for it, we had to telephone.

Through the open barn door, we catch

you already. Turn again and drive straight

youngstock. “Since a few days back our

“Are you driving a white car? OK, I see
ahead.”

After these comforting words from our
potential interviewee, we drove a few

hundred metres back to the other end
of the hamlet. How could he see us?
“Don’t worry, I have, after all, the overview here,” he smiles, letting slip thereby

that his hobby is flying. This time, however, he had seen us from ground level.

In fact, from the Basaj family steading.
Painted in light ochre yellow, the house,
livestock barns and outbuildings housing

workshop and machinery make a square
around the neatly swept farmyard.

in for milking,” reports farmer Basaj. He

and wife Brigita keep around 70 head of
cattle, 40 of them milking cows. For Slovenian circumstances this is about aver-

age, he adds, whereby herd size in the region ranges from 10 and 120 cows. “Just

like the dairy farmers in western Europe,
we’ve had little reason for celebrating in
the last two years with a milk price be-

tween 23 and 25 ct/l,” he continues: “But

meantime we are back to just below 30
ct/l, although even this is not enough in
the long run for providing a living on the
farm.”

Herd average he puts at around 7,000 l
yield as a result of the decision to man-

age extensively. “My father was a passionate cattle breeder and even 30 years
ago his herd average was substantially

over 9,000 l. The good genetics are here

still. However, choosing extensive management means cow health is better, as

well as lifetime production. Anyway, even
taking the intensive route, a living from

our 14 ha grassland, despite it being ringfenced, would no longer be possible. And

additional land around here is currently
not available at supportable conditions.”

He would also like to see the Slovenian
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The Basaj family run 40 milkers with followers.
Simon (r.) mainly takes care of the fields while wife
Brigita looks after barn work. Junior Mark is already
a big fan of Dad’s machines.

milk producers better-organised, as well

as milk marketing approached more professionally. “This functions better in our

neighbouring countries Italy, Austria and

1

even in Croatia.”

However, neither the farmer nor his wife
want to give up dairying. This is why

they’ve decided on the extensive approach and organised two further support pillars for their livelihood. One of

these features two solar power production modules installed on the farm roofs
about 10 years ago. Together they achieve

nearly 75 kW output. There’s quite a decent income paid for putting this into

the grid, says the farmer, without going
into the actual price. “Under present conditions, this solar production would no

2

longer be nearly so lucrative. That’s why
I’m happy that I risked this investment in
2010.”

Walking between farmhouse and workshop we moved behind the yard to a barn

new-built in 2015. Here stands the farm-

additional supports for his agriculture:

important role, mainly working as trans-

work.

silage.” A slightly expanding tendency,

a building company and the contracting

ers’ pride and joy: two silage harvesters

Silo-Team focal point is – how could it be

zoned on the machinery is a proud logo

proportion and sometimes level, some-

and a baler-wrapper combination. Emblafeaturing a stylised silage harvester over

the script “Silo-Team”. These are part of
the other support pillar. In 1993, Simon

Basaj began first contracting work, at

that time with tractor and round baler.
Since 2004 he’s worked with a colleague

Janez Kern from the 10 km distant village
of Letenice, both making up Silo-Team. In

other words, a “Duo with cows”. Kern is

dairy farmer too with 50 head plus followers. And he’s another farmer with two
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otherwise in a region with high grassland

port units in bringing home the chopped

Simon Basaj agrees that a capacity of

2016.

not optimal. However, because of the

the team producing around 3,500 bales in

are served. Each season offers five cuts,
dles around 1,000 ha with mainly silage

rations is, despite the relatively limited

vest. Customers within a 20 km radius

in good years six. In total, Silo-Team hancut but also a little hay harvested. The
main area sees the two silage harvesters

used for the first two cuts, says Simon
Basaj. “Chop length averages 25 mm, the

farmers don’t like it longer. For this rea-

son, self-loading wagons don’t play an

ble for consolidating clamps.

incidentally, is seen for round baling with

QUALITY
HAS ITS PRICE

times marshy peatland – the forage har-

there`s also a 16 t wheeled loader availa-

An essential component of the cattle
proportion of ploughland in and around

“only” 300 ha maize per harvester is
small-structured farms and therefore

fields, it is difficult to achieve a greater
area capacity. Secondly, the pressure from
competition, particularly during forage

maize harvest, is pretty stiff with resultant fatal influence on contractor prices.

Suha, forage maize. Last year the two

“As Silo-Team we are already about one-

help, around 600 ha. For transport, the

tition. Still, we offer modern machinery,

contractors harvested, with seasonal
team uses two silage trailers as well as

the self-loaders. Alongside two tractors

third more expensive than the compe-

a complete harvest chain right through
to clamp consolidation and above av-

erage feed quality, a claim that is regu-

the chopped Miscanthus for bedding, cer-

quality has, therefore, its price. Because

to the limited cereal fields and therefore

larly confirmed by our customers. This
of this approach, we have to now and
again do without a customer when such

clients think more about price than performance. Luckily, though, we have es-

tainly an interesting option with regard

straw production here with us. It also represents a further operational role for our
choppers,” concludes Simon Basaj.

tablished a foundation of very satisfied
regular customers,” reports Basaj happily.

The two contractors are also open to any
new services that can be carried out. Inwhich was done for the first time in 2016.

1

Silo-Team produces around 3,500

leting as fuel in energy production. How-

2

Still being extended is the new

cluded here is Miscanthus harvesting

The chopped stems were planned for pelever, the pellets could not be consolidated enough. “In the end, the farmer used

bales per year.

machinery shed.
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NEWS-TICKER
Wilhelm Voss
farewell

Barcelona
Marathon

Enric Calzada Pociello, a colleague in the
Krone team for export, lined up at the

Visitor flood

LVD Krone business manager Dorothee

start of the legendary Barcelona Mara-

In the presence of around 150 guests from

Chinese
maize straw

A high honour

thon with more than 20,000 other run-

duction plant manager Wihelm Voss was

quality of the Comprima F 155 XC mach-

constructor at Krone has been honoured

line waving the Krone flag.

home and abroad, Krone machinery proofficially honoured on his retiral. As small
“thank you” for his exemplary commitment to the company, Dr Bernard Krone

and Bernard Krone together presented

Wilhelm Voss and wife Dawn with a holiday travel voucher.

“Hen hao” (very good) describes the work

ines baling maize straw in China. Under

temperatures down to - 20° Celsius and
extremely dry and dusty conditions, up to

20,000 bales per machine were produced
in the Shenyang region from October
through to the beginning of March.

The Family Businesses Foundation based

Fortima bales
cotton straw

a decade the economic influences of the

straw – an extreme job in Turkey, man-

“National Jewel”

in Munich has analysed over more than

German family business. In one investigation, Krone was honoured as a “National

Jewel” in this context.
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Round baling of very woody cotton plant

aged only by the Krone Fortima. The result:
a contract order for two dozen Fortima F
1600 MCs.

Wolfgang Deimel, diploma engineer and
with the Max Eyth Memorial Medal.

ners. After 42 km, which he mastered in

3:56 h, Enric joyfully crossed the finishing

“There’s not much more room left” is how
Renzelmann and Ludger Gude summed

New validation
centre

2017. Under beautiful spring weather

signed: Krone is to invest around 15 m Euro

up the visitor situation at the Krone Messe
conditions, more than 40,000 interested
guests streamed into the Spelle event.

Wolfgang Deimel has worked at Spelle
since 1986, devoting many years as group

leader responsible for round baler model

KRONE OptiTour

Trade Association e.V. has honoured tal-

ship awards. Winners of the Krone Scholarship 2017 are Ilias Najah, Thomas Mika,
Alexander Grünloh and Christina Ober.

safety measures for all Krone product de-

gation of vehicles and machinery.

Emsland
Scholarship

(Campus Lingen) with Emsland Scholar-

ture, this location will be where technical

out there will be country-specific homolo-

ing wagons.

ented students from Osnabrück University

in a new validation centre at Lingen. In fu-

velopments are undertaken. Also carried

series, large square balers and self-load-

It is now the third time that the Emsland

The decision is made, the dotted lines

Within the OptiTour event, Krone pre-

Motorised by
Liebherr

Brickmaker

tions in the Grimme-Technicom from the

to be equipped with Liebherr V8 engines.

hand-operated brick making press for the

sentations included a variety of innovaareas silage chopping, loader trailers and

baling. In total, many more than 1,000
agricultural contractors used this opportunity to gain exclusive information
about Krone developments.

The BiG X model ranges 700 and 770 are
Liebherr has proven competence in engine production with its products powering earth-moving machinery and used,

for example, in mining as well as in agriculture and forestry.

In the Krone training workshop, a special

project has been successfully completed: a

African aid society BELU Ugandahilfe. The

press was developed and constructed by
Krone trainees and is to be used to help in
house construction.
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Landtechnik Villach

VALUE-ADDED SERVICE
Satisfied expressions after a successful OptiDay
event (r. to l.): Adolf Oberzaucher (owner of
Landtechnik Villach), Heinz-Günter Gerighausen
(teacher, Kleve Technical College and forage/
feeding expert) and Markus Steinwender
(Marketing, Krone Austria).

P

remieres have something exiting about them – so

at Kleve Technical College is among the most experi-

ing director of Landtechnik Villach GmbH, his feelings

service and agricultural processing machinery. His

describes Adolf Oberzaucher, owner and manag-

at the start of the so-called “OptiDay” he organised in

spring with his staff and the support of the Austrian Kro-

and an approachable-informal style of presentation, in-

spired our guests.”

branch facilities 45 km northwest in Lieserbrücke, with

EXPLAINING BENEFITS

example of such events was certainly the 2016 30-year

same type of event should be held, maybe next time

regular firm events or “open door days”. An outstanding

jubilee of the company with features including a climax

with 70 machines in action. “The jubilee was our largest

event so far,” recalls Adolf Oberzaucher. “The OptiDay

Adolf Oberzaucher is therefore sure that next year the
with another theme such as dung spreading. “Our main

business is, and will remain, agricultural machinery and

the supporting competent service. For this, we exclusively

was smaller, but still had absolute premiere character

offer strong brands with high-value products with which

of optimal forage harvesting had not been staged by us

Still, as specialist dealership, I see our role in being able

Kärnten area.”

ery supply, for instance through information events with

for us because such an information event on all aspects

and, as far as I know, been seen before by farmers in the
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knowledge, matched with great practical application

ne team. Customer events have always been a feature

with this dealership, at the headquarters in Villach or the

Good machinery and great products plus excellent service competence are fundamental to the
success of agricultural machinery
dealerships. But for Landtechnik
Villach in Austrian Kärnten, service and customer benefits are
substantially over the norm.

enced experts in Germany on forage harvesting, farmer-

Especially interesting was how farmers and contrac-

tors would react to the invitation. Firstly, because the

decision to hold the event fell just a few weeks before

the proposed date and, secondly, the day itself saw nu-

we have been market leaders in our area for many years.
to offer more customer benefits over and above machin-

expert speakers. In this way, we can help our clients in
problem-solving for their daily work. We offer, quasi, a
multi-value service.”

Regarding the theme livestock feed, he recognises im-

merous farmers very busy with fieldwork because of the

portant points as increasing forage quality and reducing

boss reckons resonance was very satisfactory. “A good

Austria is changeover by many farmers from convention-

tions to the presentations and subsequent lively dis-

management for their dairy herds. While both general-

good weather. Considering these factors, the dealership

130 customers were our guests on that evening. Reaccussions showed us that we had hit the target spot-on

harvesting costs. A continuing and very definite trend in

al milk production to either hay-based feeding or organic
ly result in reduction of milking performance, they also

with the theme.” Without doubt, special credit for this

offer farmers much higher milk prices. And in the higher

olf Oberzaucher. “Heinz-Günter Gerighausen, teacher

farming can be seen. “In total, the number of our cus-

must go the main speaker of the evening, sums up Ad-

regions a change from milk production to suckler cow
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In the newly equipped multi-function hall, Kärnten farmers and

agricultural contractors follow

with interest the presentations
on securing high-value forage.

2

1

“As dealership owner, I also see
our role in offering customer

benefits over and above supplying
machinery,” says Adolf Ober-

tomers since the beginning of the milk price crisis in 2014

zaucher, on his philosophy.

has not markedly dropped, as has occurred in Germany,”

adds Adolf Oberzaucher. “Nature-near and regional are

4

characteristics that are better perceived and welcomed

by Austrian consumers than by their counterparts in Ger-

many. This helps to support more traditional farming.”

In addition to both workshops,
in Villach and Lieserbrücke, a

decisive role is also played by the
mobile customer service with

RELIABILITY RULES

comprehensively equipped workshop vans.

Even if the farming infrastructure change is currently

not so dramatic in and around Kärnten, the changes in
farm mechanisation are especially marked. “For us here

2

in Kärnten, this has less to do with GPS-based steering

systems because our small field structure makes these

neither practical nor economic. On the other hand, the

electronic side of tractors and other machinery increases

continually. In servicing, this presents us with completely
new challenges,” says the Villach dealership owner.

Connected to this in his view, is a growing require-

ment for extra training, not only in sales but, above all,
for the service teams in the workshops and spare parts

store. At Landtechnik Villach this concerns, after all, 30

of the total 45 workforce. “This causes high costs. For
instance, each year the mechanics attend between 10

Finally, guaranteed service also protects the market val-

ue of used machines.” And even these can – following

er contact absolutely remains in the foreground for us,”

quiet atmosphere. A counter and seating area in rustical

of CRM is better business control through simpler order

mosphere and thus encourage relaxed discussions. “At

This allows us to intensify our customer support and to

of multi-media presentation technology. After all, the

And even a third online project comes into the fin-

above-mentioned OptiDay. “Then we will have room for

region, with no used machinery sales over-regionally or
outside the country.

ONLINE-READY

Adolf Oberzaucher expects more benefits from another

can, for instance during machinery sales discussions, put

spect of the increasingly complicated technology, is not

quires. For those involved, the advantages are clear: “In

He sees a possible solution for some time now in the

fied. Additionally, nothing is forgotten in this way and

Possible are options with guarantee periods between

at the press of a button, the full sales order with all sys-

into the sale price, in other words not marketed sepa-

is only usable at both company facilities. As from this au-

er, and for us too. It also encourages customer binding.

personal tablet PC.

prolonging of guarantees for tractors and machinery.
two and five years. These are calculated from the start

rately. “This gives much greater security for the custom-
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hall. This is adjacent to the entrance area and planned for

nik Villach only offers such deals to customers in the

hand, farmers and contractors expect operational relia-

easy,” explains Adolf Oberzaucher.

workshop area is to be renovated into a multifunctional

(Customer Relationship Management) system. “Now

“tool”: the new machinery configurator from Krone. This

bility with their machinery more than ever which, in re-

Until then, Landtechnik Villach expects a still larger

software solution to go into operation: the new CRM

intensive workshop checks – be sold-on with a one-year

guarantee on engine and drive train. However, Landtech-

and 20 days of part-time training courses when they are

not, after all, available for customer service. On the other

3

is offered to dealerships so that they and their customers

together exactly the type of model that the customer rethis way, various options can be easily shown and also

and in the future, naturally, direct and personal customemphasises the dealership owner. “The important aspect

management and possibilities for more detailed analysis.
more precisely meet their wishes and requirements.”

ishing straight at Villach: the new online shop. With this

type of service, the dealership has been present in the Internet for years now. However, the concept so far has not

direct ordering online from the farm office of spare and

thus less mistakes are made and the manufacturer gets,

new online shop will also be opening its proverbial doors

tumn, however, it will become available to customers via

timber design is aimed at giving a “mountain hut” atthe same time, the equipment includes a broad portfolio

purpose of the new hall is to give space for customer information sessions and events such as, for example, the

300 participants and can really get a show on the road,”
concludes Adolf Oberzaucher.

permitted planned targets to be reached. These include

price calculated so that the decision procedure is simpli-

tem details for the machine.” For now, this configurator

it, among other things, is a location where sold machin-

ery can be handed over to new owners in a relaxed and

wear parts, as well as other articles for the business. The
this autumn.

Despite the substantial investments in online and

software solutions, the “store atmosphere” is not to be

lost in future at the Villach facility. Part of the current
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Agricultural exhibition

SOLO TO SIMA
Since 2006, Krone
has served the French
market with its own
daughter company.
Thereby, there resulted
after long-year cooperation with Amazone, a
first-ever “solo appearance” in Paris by Krone
S.A.S. at the Sima agricultural machinery
exhibition. Conclusion:
A complete success!
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… because it’s your forage!

KRONE offers the widest range of different drum and
conditioning systems for top quality maize silage.
The range stretches from the perfect biogas chop right through to long chop with intensive conditioning.
With the KRONE chopping technology you as agricultural contractor are always able to guarantee
your customers OptiMaize silage quality.
All you need to do is ask us! We’ll be happy to advise you on the system that’s best for your business.

www.krone.de

